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Recently growing attention has been paid to the particular class of metama-
terials which has been called pantographic. Pantographic metamaterials have
the following peculiar features: (i) their continuum model, at the macroscale,
has to include a term of the deformation energy depending on the second gra-
dient of placement, (ii) they can show an elastic behavior in large deforma-
tion regimes, and (iii) they are resilient and tough during rupture phenomena
(dell’Isola et al. 2015). In order to predict pantographic metamaterials’ mechan-
ical behavior, it is possible to introduce a three-dimensional continuum micro-
model, in which their internal geometrical microstructure is described in detail.
However, the computational costs of this choice are presently prohibitive. In this
paper, we introduce a reduced order model for pantographic sheets — which are
an example of an elastic surface — whose kinematics include, for each of the two
constituting families of fibers fully independent three-dimensional (i) placement
and (ii) rotation fields. In this way it is possible to include, also in the reduced
order model, (i) the initial and the actual offset between the fibers and (ii) the
deformation energy of the interconnecting pivots. By postulating a simplified
expression for the deformation energy we prove that also a reduced order model
can describe some experimental observed buckling and postbuckling phenomena.
The promising results which we present here motivate the quest of more general
expressions for deformation energy capable of capturing the fully nonlinear be-
havior exhibited by pantographic sheets.
1. Introduction
Metamaterials are materials with microstructures that have been designed to achieve
novel macroscopic behavior tailored to some specific uses or having some specific
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Figure 1. A sample of pantographic material.
features [Barchiesi et al. 2019b; dell’Isola et al. 2019]. In particular, pantographic
metamaterials [Alibert et al. 2003; Seppecher et al. 2011; Eugster et al. 2019]
possess some very peculiar characteristics. At the macroscale they entail defor-
mation energies that typically depend only on the second gradient of placement.
Pantographic metamaterials having deformation energies depending “mainly” on
the second gradient of placement [Alibert and Della Corte 2019] are capable of
large deformations that remain in an elastic regime and exhibit great toughness
in rupture phenomena [Placidi et al. 2016; Turco et al. 2016b; De Angelo et al.
2019b]. Of course, to predict the behavior of pantographic metamaterials, it is
possible to introduce a micromodel, where their internal microstructured archi-
tecture is fully described, in all its geometrical and mechanical complexity, by
a conventional three-dimensional continuum. It is clear, on the other hand, that
the computational burden implied by this modeling choice can be prohibitive, the
availability of modern computing tools notwithstanding. Indeed, despite having
optimized codes of this kind [Giorgio 2016], it is not feasible to find the solu-
tions of structural optimization problems by employing, as subroutines, the codes
calculating the equilibrium shapes of aforementioned three-dimensional continua.
Therefore, the question arises: can we find a reduced order model with sufficient
resolution and which is computationally convenient?
A first simplification can be achieved by limiting our attention to two-dimensional
pantographic metamaterials, called also pantographic sheets. This has been con-
sidered in a series of papers [dell’Isola et al. 2015; 2019; Eremeyev et al. 2018;
Barchiesi and Placidi 2017; Steigmann and dell’Isola 2015; Andreaus et al. 2018]
where a specific class of two-dimensional continua, generalizing standard Kirchhoff–
Love plate theory, is considered. In these models, the deformation energy depends
not only on the second gradient of the transverse component of displacement, as
in standard plate theory, but also on the second gradient of in-plane displacement.
Nevertheless, despite these advances, such models do not take into account some
important mechanical features of pantographic sheets.
In particular, as shown in [De Angelo et al. 2019a], the mechanical behavior
of pantographic sheets is affected by the deformation of the interconnecting pivots
(see Figure 1) and on the (deformation-dependent) offset between the constituent
fibers [Barchiesi et al. 2019a]. This phenomenology has yet to be modeled explicitly,
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of a connection: “left-
handed” and “right-handed”, respectively.
except in the case of purely planar deformation [Spagnuolo et al. 2017]. On the
other hand, it has been estimated, by using complex numerical simulations based on
three-dimensional continuum modeling, that there is a large amount of deformation
energy which is stored in pivots and nearby material points [Giorgio 2016]. More-
over, in some deformation processes, the offset between the fibers, together with
their relative rotations, play a significant role in buckling and postbuckling phenom-
ena. This suggests a form of chirality of pantographic sheets, i.e., some sheets are
“left-handed” while others are “right-handed”, due to the offset of constituent fibers
(see Figure 2) and to the relative orientation of upper and lower arrays of fibers.
The aim of this paper is to present a reduced order model for pantographic sheets
that accounts for the interplay among chirality, offset between the constituent fibers,
and the deformation of interconnecting pivots play.
The reduced order continuum model for pantographic sheets discussed in this
work has enriched kinematics, including:
(1) two distinct placement fields, one for each fiber family (the upper and the
lower) constituting the sheet,
(2) two distinct rotation fields, describing the rotations of the sections of each
family of fibers.
The enriched kinematics allows us to include, in the proposed “richer” reduced
order model:
(1) the initial and the actual offset between the upper and lower families of fibers,
(2) the deformation energy stored in the interconnecting pivots.
The importance of these two mechanical properties of pantographic sheets has
been emphasized in [Giorgio 2016] where it is proved, using simulations based
on a detailed 3D first-gradient microcontinuum model, that in many deformation
processes the separation distance of the fibers varies significantly and that a large
percentage of deformation energy is stored in the small volumes containing the
interconnecting pivots.
The reduced order model is then completed by postulating an expression for the
deformation energy in terms of those deformation measures which are naturally
introduced in terms of the proposed kinematical descriptors.
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Further, we postulate a simple expression for the deformation energy of the piv-
ots which is physically well motivated when pivots undergo small deformations. By
using this simplified deformation energy we show that the reduced order model can
describe, at least in a qualitative way, the buckling and postbuckling phenomena
that have been observed experimentally and predicted numerically.
To this end we compare the predictions of the present model with numerical
simulations based on a refined three-dimensional continuum model, obtained with
codes and numerical procedures which are further optimized relative to those used
in [Giorgio 2016; De Angelo et al. 2019a; Cazzani et al. 2018a; 2018b].
The quantitative agreement is lost when interconnecting pivots undergo large
deformations. This circumstance leads us to postulate more complex expressions
for the deformation energy. Indeed our results suggest the structure and the prop-
erties of more general constitutive relations for the deformation energy aimed at
describing the fully nonlinear behavior exhibited by pantographic sheets.
2. Fiber kinematics
Figure 3 depict the fiber directions in the pantographic sheet together with the local
bases. In what follows all the components will be given in the global base bi . To
describe fibers kinematics we introduce the fields
fiber1: 1u, 1R,
fiber2: 2u, 2R,
where the vector fields 1u and 2u are the displacements of the beam axes, and 1R
and 2R are orthogonal tensor fields that represent the rotations of the beam cross-
sections (for a more comprehensive discussion, see [Eremeyev and Pietraszkiewicz
2016; 2006; Eremeyev 2018; 2019]). The components of these fields are
1u = 1ui bi , 2u = 2ui bi , (1)
1R = 1Ri j bi ⊗ b j , 2R = 2 R˜i j ci ⊗ c j = 2Ri j bi ⊗ b j . (2)
b1b2
b3
c1
c2
c3
fiber1
fiber2
Figure 3. Reference frames.
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The components 1Ri j are given in terms of the Bryant angles 1ϕ1, 1ϕ2, and 1ϕ3 and
2 R˜i j are given in terms of 2ϕ1, 2ϕ2, and 2ϕ3.
The deformation measures are
αe= αR>(αX ′+ αu′)− αX ′, (3)
ακ = (αR> αR′)×, (4)
where α = {1, 2}, αX are the position of the beam axes in the reference configura-
tion, the prime is used to denote differentiation with respect to the abscissa along
the axes, and ακ is the axial vector of the skew tensor αR> αR′.
The components of αe and ακ in the global basis are
1ε = 1e1 =−1+ (1+ 1u1,1) cos 1ϕ2 cos 1ϕ3
+ 1u2,1(cos 1ϕ3 sin 1ϕ1 sin 1ϕ2+ cos 1ϕ1 sin 1ϕ3)
+ 1u3,1(sin 1ϕ1 sin 1ϕ3− cos 1ϕ1 cos 1ϕ3 sin 1ϕ2),
1γ p = 1e2 =−(1+ 1u1,1) cos 1ϕ2 sin 1ϕ3
+ 1u2,1(cos 1ϕ1 cos 1ϕ3− sin 1ϕ1 sin 1ϕ2 sin 1ϕ3)
+ 1u3,1(cos 1ϕ3 sin 1ϕ1+ cos 1ϕ1 sin 1ϕ2 sin 1ϕ3),
1γ n = 1e3 = (1+ 1u1,1) sin 1ϕ2− 1u2,1 cos 1ϕ2 sin 1ϕ1+ 1u3,1 cos 1ϕ1 cos 1ϕ2,
1κ1 = 1κτ = 1ϕ1,1 cos 1ϕ2 cos 1ϕ3+ 1ϕ2,1 sin 1ϕ3,
1κ2 = 1κn = 1ϕ1,1 cos 1ϕ2 sin 1ϕ3− 1ϕ2,1 cos 1ϕ3,
1κ3 = 1κg = 1ϕ1,1 sin 1ϕ2+ 1ϕ3,1,
(5)
2ε = 2e2 =−1− 2u1,2(cos 2ϕ3 sin 2ϕ1 sin 2ϕ2+ cos 2ϕ1 sin 2ϕ3)
+ (1+ 2u2,2) cos 2ϕ2 cos 2ϕ3
+ 2u3,2(sin 2ϕ1 sin 2ϕ3− cos 2ϕ1 cos 2ϕ3 sin 2ϕ2),
2γ p = 2e1 = 2u1,2(cos 2ϕ1 cos 2ϕ3− sin 2ϕ1 sin 2ϕ2 sin 2ϕ3)
+ (1+ 2u2,2) cos 2ϕ2 sin 2ϕ3
− 2u3,2(cos 2ϕ3 sin 2ϕ1+ cos 2ϕ1 sin 2ϕ2 sin 2ϕ3),
2γ n = 2e3 = 2u1,2 cos 2ϕ2 sin 2ϕ1+ (1+ 2u2,2) sin 2ϕ2+ 2u3,2 cos 2ϕ1 cos 2ϕ2,
2κ1 = 2κn =−2ϕ1,2 cos 2ϕ2 sin 2ϕ3+ 2ϕ2,2 cos 2ϕ3,
2κ2 = 2κτ = 2ϕ1,2 cos 2ϕ2 cos 2ϕ3+ 2ϕ2,2 sin 2ϕ3,
2κ3 = 2κg = 2ϕ1,2 sin 2ϕ2+ 2ϕ3,2,
(6)
where ( · ),1 = ∂∂s1 and ( · ),2 = ∂∂s2 .
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3. Kinematics of the pivots
A typical pivot has been assumed to be a cylinder of radius r and height h. The
two bases of the pivot are assumed to be rigid bodies whose motion is described
by a vector and an orthogonal tensor. The vector describes the displacement of
a selected point (say X) of the body and the tensor the rotation of the base (see
Figure 4).
Henceforth, quantities related to each one of the two bases will be denoted by
the indices 1p and 2p, respectively.
Now, if
1pX, 2pX (7)
are the selected points on the bases, we will denote by
1pu(1pX), 2pu(2pX) (8)
the displacements of those points and by
1pR, 2pR (9)
the rotations of the bases.
The deformation measures of the pivot are assumed as
pe= 1pR>(2pu− 1pu)+ (1pR>− I)(2pX − 1pX),
pE = skw(1pR> 2pR) (10)
and can be proved to be frame-invariant or objective. The deformation measure
related to pE is represented by its axial vector:
pκ = pE×. (11)
By considering the orthogonal tensor
Q = Q
αβbα ⊗ bβ (12)
u2
X2
u1
X1
h
Figure 4. Pivot.
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2pX = 2X(s2)
1pX = 1X(s1)s2 s1
`/2 `/2
`/2
`/2
Figure 5. Unit cell.
which defines the basis transformation
cα = Qβαbβ (13)
that in our case is c1c2
c3
= (b1 b2 b3)
0 −1 01 0 0
0 0 1
 , (14)
we obtain
pe= [1pR j i (2pu j − 1pu j )+ (1pR j i − δi j )(2pX j − 1pX j )]bi , (15)
pE = skw(1pRαi Qαγ 2p R˜γβQ jβbi ⊗ b j ), (16)
pκ = pE32b1+ pE13b2+ pE21b3. (17)
4. 2D continuum kinematics
The elementary cell is shown in Figure 5, where ` is the space between the two
neighboring pivots. We make the identifications
1pX = 1X(s1), 2pX = 2X(s2), (18)
1pu(1pX)= 1u(s1), 2pu(2pX)= 2u(s2), (19)
1pR = 1R(s1), 2pR = 2R(s2). (20)
5. 2D strain energy
The strain energy of a unit cell can be expressed as the sum of two contributions,
specifically:
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(1) the term related to the fibers
f5c = 12
∑
α=1,2
∫ `/2
−`/2
(
E fA αε2+ kp G fA αγ 2p + kn G fA αγ 2n
+ qG fJτ ακ2τ +E Jn ακ2n +E Jg ακ2g
)
dsα (21)
where E and G are the Young and shear moduli, respectively, fA is the cross-
section area, Jg is the moment of geodesic flexural inertia, Jn is the moment
of normal flexural inertia, fJτ is the polar moment inertia, and kp, kn , and q
are positive constants,
(2) the term related to the pivot connecting the fibers
p5c = 12h
(
E pA pe3
2+4E pJ (pκ12+ pκ22)+G pJτ pκ32+ 12E
pJ
h2
(pe1
2+ pe22)
)
(22)
where pA, pJτ , and pJ are the area and the torsional and flexural inertial mo-
ments of the cross-area of the pivot, respectively.
The density of the strain energy of the two-dimensional elastic surface is defined
as the average strain energy per unit cell, i.e.,
pi = pi f +pip = 1cA (
f5c+ p5c) (23)
where cA is the two-dimensional measure of the unit cell, i.e., `2. This makes
explicit the contributions of the fibers pi f and of the pivots pip. Having in mind an
asymptotic homogenization procedure, we can imagine an infinite distribution of
fibers on the area `2 along both the original directions of the discrete net of fibers
and express the homogenized strain energy as
pi f = 1
`2
∑
α=1,2
`
2
(
E fA αε2+ kp G fA αγ 2p + kn G fA αγ 2n
+ qG fJτ ακ2τ +E Jn ακ2n +E Jg ακ2g
)
(24)
and
pip= 12`2h
(
E pA pe3
2+4E pJ (pκ12+ pκ22)+G pJτ pκ32+ 12E
pJ
h2
(pe1
2+ pe22)
)
.
(25)
As a result, we have for the strain energy density
pi f = 12
[ fKe(1ε2+ 2ε2)+Kγp(1γ 2p + 2γ 2p)+Kγn (1γ 2n + 2γ 2n)
+ fKτ (1κ2τ + 2κ2τ )+Kn(1κ2n + 2κ2n)+Kg(1κ2g + 2κ2g)
]
, (26)
pip = 12 [Kb(pκ12+ pκ22)+ pKτ pκ32+Kγ (pe12+ pe22)+ pKe pe32] (27)
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where fKe, Kγp , Kγn ,
fKτ , Kn , and Kg are positive constitutive parameters, as-
sumed equal for the two continuous distributions of embedded beams, and repre-
senting the stiffnesses related to the elongation, shear, twisting, normal, and geo-
desic bending, respectively, while pKe, pKτ , Kγ , and Kb are positive constitutive
parameters related to the elongation, torsion, shear, and bending stiffnesses of the
pivots. In particular, we have
fKe = E
fA
`
,Kγp =
kpG fA
`
,Kγn =
knG fA
`
, fKτ = qG
fJτ
`
,Kn = EJn
`
, (28)
Kg = EJg
`
, pKe = E
pA
`2h
, pKτ = G
pJτ
`2h
, Kγ = 12E
pJ
`2h3
,Kb = 4E
pJ
`2h
. (29)
6. Numerical simulations and discussion
We test the proposed model numerically to assess its predictive potential. To this
end we use the principle of virtual work in the form
−δ
∫
B
(pi f +pip) d+ δW ext = 0 (30)
where δW ext is the virtual external work done by the external actions acting on
the displacements αui and the angles αϕi , and the integration is performed on the
rectangular two-dimensional region B. In particular, we compare the model (30)
with a refined three-dimensional simulation based on a Cauchy-continuum model
with a highly detailed description of the geometry of fibers and connections and a
previous version of a reduced model presented in [Giorgio et al. 2017]. The size of
the sample is 7× 21 cm, and the fibers have a rectangular cross-section of height
1 mm and width 1.6 mm. The fibers constrained at the short side are 10 in number
for each direction, and therefore, their pitch is 4.95 mm. The connections are cylin-
ders with diameter 0.9 mm. The considered material is a polyamide characterized
by Young’s modulus 1600 MPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.4. To compare these models,
we numerically perform a bias test for three kinds of pantographic sheet, changing
the height of the cylindrical connections. Specifically, we compare the results for
pivots whose heights are 1 mm, 2.5 mm, and 5 mm. Of course, the deformability
of the connection is largely affected by the height of the pivots, and hence, the
hypotheses made in the present paper are expected to be more appropriate as the
height of these connections increases. Figure 6 shows the plots of the longitudinal
reactions obtained in the bias extension test by imposing a displacement in the
direction of the length of the sample for different heights of the connections and
for the three models considered: (1) the detailed Cauchy model, (2) the latent
internal microstructure two-dimensional model [Giorgio et al. 2017] in which the
sole kinematical mode of pivot deformation is torsion, and (3) the present two-
dimensional model with enhanced deformation capabilities. As expected, the new
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Figure 6. Reaction versus displacements using different models.
Figure 7. Cauchy 3D model with pivot heights 1 mm, 2.5 mm,
and 5 mm. The colors show the transversal displacement.
Figure 8. Reduced 2D model with pivot heights 1 mm, 2.5 mm,
and 5 mm. The colors show the transversal displacement.
model performs better as the height of the connections increases due to their greater
induced deformation.
Figure 7 depicts a chiral effect due to the particular arrangement of the mi-
crostructure. Indeed, the transverse displacement, highlighted in color, clearly
reveals an overall torsion of the entire sample in the extension test. The same be-
havior is obtained by using the present model, as seen in Figure 8. We remark that
the same effect cannot be obtained with the previously developed model [Giorgio
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Figure 9. Reduced 2D model for height pivot 5 mm with an im-
posed displacement of 2.63 cm: deformation measures of fibers
(from left to right and top to bottom) elongation, geodesic bending,
out-of-plane bending, twisting, tangent plane shear, and out-of-
plane shear.
Figure 10. Reduced 2D model for height pivot 5 mm with an im-
posed displacement of 2.63 cm: deformation measures of pivots
(from left to right) twisting, bending, and tangent plane shear. The
elongation of the pivot is negligible.
et al. 2017], which does not take into account the offset of fibers and the complex
deformations of the connections.
The asymmetry due to the microstructure in an extension test involving symmet-
ric boundary conditions is also evident in the considered deformation measures, as
shown in Figures 9 and 10.
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Figure 11. Buckled shapes in a shear test: Cauchy model (left)
and 2D enhanced model (right).
Finally, we note that using the present 2D enhanced model, it is possible to pre-
dict the typical buckling behavior of the pantographic sheet as shown in Figure 11.
7. Conclusions
The comparison of the numerical results obtained by using the refined 3D model
and the present reduced order model is very suggestive. In the reduced order model,
it has been possible to introduce the initial and actual dimensions of the intercon-
necting pivots. Therefore, pivot deformation and the associated deformation energy
are meaningful in both the refined and the reduced order models. Consequently a
comparison of their predictive capabilities is straightforward.
The micro-macro identification which we have presented is based on the struc-
ture of the reduced order model and a fit of macroconstitutive parameters assum-
ing the microconstitutive parameters and the predictions of the micromodel to be
known.
Several research perspectives involving mathematical, numerical, and mechan-
ical issues are opened by the present model, including the convergence of the
micromodel to the macro multifield reduced order model.
We expect that the methods presented in [Pideri and Seppecher 1997; Alibert and
Della Corte 2019; Abdoul-Anziz and Seppecher 2018] can be adapted to address
this issue in the present context.
The issue of appropriate mechanical modeling for systems of the kind considered
here presents interesting challenges that we intend to explore in future investiga-
tions. In this regard the present work may be considered a prototypical problem in
the more general context of mathematical modeling of metamaterials.
Finally, it remains to investigate further optimization of the numerical strategies,
the numerical codes, and the computational techniques to be used in the study of
metamaterials.
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Both structural optimization and metamaterial design require the iterative solu-
tion of many deformation problems. To be able to use very efficient numerical
integration schemes, specially tailored for strongly nonlinear and potentially un-
stable systems, is of great importance. Relevant developments are presented in
[Cazzani et al. 2016; Turco et al. 2016a; 2019; 2018; Greco et al. 2019; Khakalo
and Niiranen 2017; Maurin et al. 2019].
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